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Style  
F307 
in coves

Tasting Room, Peaked Ceiling Area:
Plan:  22’ wide x 30’ long
Ceiling:  11’-4” a.f.f. to cove; 12’-5” a.f.f. to lower edges; 16’-3” a.f.f. to ridge
Lighting:  (14) F307-T155-S-00-1-00-J (nominal 4’ dual-reflector                                                                                  
   Xtra Small T5HO), 7 units end-to-end, both sides
Estimated illuminance:  93 fcai on wood ceiling; 18 fcai on workplane
Estimated power density:  2.6 W/sf (cove lighting only)© The Lighting Quotient 2011
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elliptipar Styles F307, F305

elliptipar Style F305 fixtures with a single T5HO reflector light the 
vaulted ceiling at the entrance from coves above the clerestory. The 
even wash of light creates a welcoming glow to greet customers.

Calgary Co-op is one of the largest 
retail cooperatives in North 
America, with 438,000+ members 
and annual sales of over $1 billion. 
The Co-op offers its members 
opportunities for patronage returns 
on a broad range of products, from 
food and wine to travel packages.

As one of the Co-op’s wine 
tasting centres, the Crowfoot 
store features a tasting room and 
a private locker service — wines 
chosen by the store’s sommelier are 
matched to members’ preferences 
and stored for them. Food pairing 
advice, wine reviews and in-store 
tasting events add to the centre’s 
appeal.

Uplighting for the beamed wood 
ceiling of the tasting room is 
provided by elliptipar Style F307 
cove lighting. The fixtures feature 
dual reflectors, which can be 
aimed independently for maximum 
versatility. 

Style F307

Style F305

Each row of reflectors on the 
Style F307 can be joined and 
aimed together when used 
in continuous runs. Locking 
set screws secure the aiming 
positions.

The compact profile of the Xtra Small Style F305 ( 2-5/8” high x 
5-5/8” wide) lends itself to smaller cove details.

U. S. Patent Nos. D468,457; 5,550,725 and Foreign

Cradle to Cradle 
CertifiedCM is a 
certification mark 
licensed by the 
Cradle to Cradle 
Products Innovation 
Institute.

The F305 and F307 are both 
Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM , , 
designating environmental safety 
and reusability in component 
materials.


